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This study examines trends in the intensity and frequency of short-duration (5 min to
3 h) rainfall extremes in Hong Kong for the period of 1984 to 2010 and the drivers
for the trends using gauge observations and gridded reanalysis. Both the intensity and
frequency of rainfall extremes exhibit an upward trend, with the slope for the intensity
(frequency) trend increasing (decreasing) as duration lengthens from 5 min to 3 h. The
upward intensity (frequency) trends appear to be a manifestation of an abrupt change
around 1991/1992 (1992/1993) that separates a period of lower and fewer rainfall
extremes before from a period of higher and more extremes after. The increase in
Hong Kong’s extreme rainfall after the early 1990s is likely caused by a combination of
stronger rising motion along Southeast China Coasts and enhanced moisture transport
into South China Sea resulting from the strengthening and westward shift of the western
Pacific subtropical high associated with anomalous convective activities over the tropical
western Indian Ocean and a positive phase circumglobal teleconnection wavetrain.

Keywords: extreme rainfall, climate analysis, climate extremes, monsoon, climate of Hong Kong

INTRODUCTION

It has been widely recognized that heavy precipitation and the associated flooding events have
serious socioeconomical consequences. For example, the 1993 summer floods in the upper
Mississippi River Basin of the United States devastated many low-lying communities in the basin
and cost the economy nearly $20 billion (Kunkel et al., 1994). Most recently in winter 2019–2020,
extremely heavy rainfall associated with three powerful extra tropical cyclones caused widespread
flooding across the United Kingdom, resulting in loss of lives and at least €150 million property
damages. Understand the trends and variability as well as the drivers of these high impact extreme
precipitation events is, therefore, vital for economical and societal activities.

In recent decades, extreme precipitation events have been on the rise in some parts of the
world while decreasing in other parts, depending on various factors such as season, period, and
geographical location (Easterling et al., 2000; Ghosh et al., 2012). For example, several studies have
documented an upward trend of extreme precipitation events across much of the United States and
Canada (e.g., Karl et al., 1996; Kunkel et al., 1994; Easterling et al., 2000), Japan (Iwashima and
Yamamoto, 1993), Indian (Mukherjee et al., 2018), and Australia (Suppiah and Hennessy, 1998).
However, in the United Kingdom (UK) heavy rainfall events have been increasing in winter, but
decreasing in summer (Osborn et al., 1999) with substantial interannual variability (Jones et al.,
2013; Simpson and Jones, 2014; Brown, 2018). Decreases in extreme precipitation events have been
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documented for the Sahel region of Nigeria (Tarhule and Woo,
1998) and across most stations in Southeast Asia and the South
Pacific (Manton et al., 2001). In addition to changing frequency,
the intensity of extreme precipitation events have also been
changing and majority of observational evidence has suggested
an increasing trend in the intensity, but the slope of the increasing
trends vary substantially by region (Donat et al., 2016).

Previous studies have linked the changes in extreme
precipitation frequency and intensity to increases in temperature
and moisture under global warming caused by increases in
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions (Min et al., 2011;
Ghosh et al., 2012; Mishra et al., 2012; Mukherjee et al., 2018).
Atmospheric circulation anomalies also play an important role.
For example, the increase frequency of extreme precipitation
events in the United States has been linked to the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
(AMO) (Yu et al., 2016). A review of the recent progress toward
understanding global observed long-term changes in extreme
precipitation is provided by Alexander (2016).

Extreme precipitation events occur on time scales of minutes,
days to weeks and among them short-duration (less than one
day) events, which are mostly responsible for occurrence of flash
floods, is most difficult to forecast in advance (Ahern et al., 2005).
Westra et al. (2014) noted that intensity and frequency of sub-
daily rainfall extremes have been increasing more rapidly than
daily rainfall extremes. The change in sub-daily rainfall extremes
have been attributed to local temperature change according
to the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) relation (Pall et al., 2007)
and to large-scale atmosphere-ocean variability modes, such as
the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the monsoon
systems (Blenkinsop et al., 2018). It is therefore necessary
to examine the changes in sub-daily extreme precipitation in
the context of internal (atmospheric circulation) and external
(e.g., anthropogenic) factors. To this end, the INTElligent
use of climate models for adaptation to non-Stationary
hydrological Extremes (INTENSE) project sought to understand
the past, present and future of sub-daily rainfall extremes using
observations and models (Blenkinsop et al., 2018).

The current study focuses on trends in short-duration
(≤3 h) extreme rainfall events in Hong Kong. Located in
China’s southeast coast surrounded by the South China Sea
by all sides except the north side, Hong Kong is subject to
extreme rainfall related to the East Asian summer monsoon.
The hilly and mountainous terrain makes rainfall patterns highly
heterogeneous across the main peninsula and the numerous
islands. As a global business and commercial center and one
of the most densely populated regions in the world, heavy
flooding caused by short-duration extreme precipitation can have
a profound socioeconomic impact (Peterson and Kwong, 1981;
Lam and Leung, 1994). Hence, understanding the trends and
interannual variability of short-duration extreme rainfall events
in Hong Kong is becoming increasingly important in the context
of global warming and local/regional atmospheric circulation
change noted above as potential drivers.

Previous studies have documented an increase in extreme
precipitation in Hong Kong in the past. For example, Ginn et al.
(2010) reported an increase in the annual number of days with

hourly rainfall greater than 30 mm from 1947 to 2008. Wong
et al. (2011) found an increase in the frequency of occurrence
of extreme 1-, 2-, and 3-hourly rainfall amounts from 1885 to
2008 and a shortened return period of hourly rainfall of more
than 100 mm from 37 years in 1900 to 18 years in 2000. Extreme
rainfall in Hong Kong in the 21st century is projected to become
more frequent. For example, Wu et al. (2006) indicated that the
number of days with hourly rainfall of greater than 30 mm will
increase from 5.6 days during 1961–1990 to 6.5 days for the
period of 2070–2099. However, the changes in the frequency
of future hourly extreme rainfall have been based primarily
on projections using General Circulation Models (GCMs) with
spatial resolutions too coarse to represent convection, the major
driver for sub-daily extreme precipitation events (Kendon et al.,
2014; Prein et al., 2015). As such, the changes between current
and future sub-daily extreme precipitation events projected by
coarse resolution models are associated with great uncertainty.

Although aforementioned studies have investigated the trends
in extreme rainfall in Hong Kong, few have, to our knowledge,
examined trends in and cause for short-duration extreme rainfall
events that last from a few minutes to several hours. The relative
role of atmospheric circulation and the increased greenhouse
gas emissions play in the trends of extreme rainfall needs to be
assessed further. The current study will examine trends in short-
duration (from 5 min to 3 h) rainfall extremes in Hong Kong with
a focus on their relationship to large-scale circulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the data sets
and methods used in the study are described in Section “Data
and Methods.” Section “Results” presents the trends of extreme
rainfall in Hong Kong and their potential drivers. A summary
of the results and discussion are presented in Section “Summary
and Discussion.”

DATA AND METHODS

The Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO) of Civil Engineering
and Development Department in Hong Kong has been operating
a network of automated rain gauges to collect rainfall data at
5-min time interval since 1984. The number of gauges varied
with time, ranging from 42 gauges in the early half of 1984
to 111 gauges in 1999. The data were missing at some gauges
for December 30 and 31, 1984 and January 1-June 1, 1985.
This study selected 39 GEO rain gauges for the period of
1984 to 2010, when there were no missing data records from
these gauges. The locations of the 39 rain gauges are shown
in Figure 1 and their coordinates and elevations are given in
Table 1. Some quality control procedures were performed to
identify and remove suspiciously high rainfall values, determine
and remove erroneous values by comparing with other datasets
and supplement missing values according to spatial and temporal
continuity. More details on the data and quality control can be
found in Tang and Cheung (2011).

In this study, we focus on the annual maxima of sub-
daily rainfall extremes. Sub-daily rainfall accumulation is an
important factor for flood control. The calculation of annual
maxima is based on 5-min rainfall data for the 1984–2010
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FIGURE 1 | Locations of the 39 GEO rain gauges in Hong Kong. Refer to Table 1 for gauge latitude, longitude, and elevation.

period. Although the analysis period is only 27 (1984–2010) years
because of data availability, Evans and Yu (2001) recommended a
minimum of 20 years as an adequate length of data records for
examining extreme rainfall intensity. The durations of rainfall
accumulations considered in the present analysis include 5, 10,
and 30 min and 1, 2, and 3 h. Apart from intensity of annual
maximum precipitation accumulation over the 6 durations, the
frequency of extreme precipitation events defined using the 99th
percentile threshold of all data over all years for each gauge
is also examined.

We examine the trends and interannual variability of the
extreme precipitation in Hong Kong in the context of large-
scale atmospheric circulation and sea surface temperature (SST)
anomalies. Large-scale atmospheric circulations are described by
the anomalous fields of 500-hPa geopotential height and vertical
velocity, 850-hPa wind and 1000–700 hPa specific humidity,
all of which are derived from the U.S. National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and Department of Energy
(DOE) global reanalysis with a horizontal resolution of T62
(∼209 km) and 28 vertical levels and a temporal coverage of
four times per day (Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001;
Kanamitsu et al., 2002). SST anomalies are described using the
US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (Smith et al.,
2008). Finally, NOAA’s Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR)
(Liebmann and Smith, 1996) data are also analyzed as a proxy
for convection1.

1ftp://ftp.cdc.noaa.gov/Datasets/

Since more than half of Hong Kong’s annual maxima
rainfall occur in summer (June, July August), followed by
nearly one third in spring (March, April, and May), we focus
our analyses on the relations between summertime anomalous
large-scale circulation patterns and the changes in annual
maxima of extreme rainfall in Hong Kong using the composite
analysis method. Mann-Kendall (MK) test (Mann, 1945) is
utilized to detect significant trend and abrupt change point in
the time series.

RESULTS

The annual maxima of short-duration (5, 10, 30 min and 1,
2 3 h) rainfall extremes are estimated using 39 automated
rain gauges during the 27-year period from 1984 to 2010. The
values are then averaged over the 39 rain gauges to obtain
domain-averaged annual maxima of rainfall extremes for the
respective duration. The median of domain-averaged annual
maxima of rainfall extremes over the 27 year period for the 6
gradually increasing durations are 12.5, 22.0, 46.8, 68.4, 94.3, and
110.7 mm, respectively.

The time series and trends of domain-averaged annual
maxima of rainfall accumulations over the 6 durations are
shown in Figure 2. The 27-year time series is characterized
by a remarkable interdecadal variability and this is true for
all 6 accumulation durations. Based on the Mann-Kendall
(MK) (Mann, 1945) abrupt change test, an abrupt change
point occurred in 1991/1992 regardless of duration (Figure 3).
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TABLE 1 | Locations and elevations of the 39 GEO rain gauges.

No. Latitude (◦) Longitude (◦) Elevation (m)

H01 114.1219 22.27278 107

H02 114.1280 22.28060 95

H03 114.1334 22.26113 132

H04 114.1384 22.28309 123

H05 114.1589 22.25283 103

H06 114.1763 22.27330 88

H07 114.1869 22.27579 94

H08 114.1852 22.26408 129

H09 114.2009 22.28720 160

H10 114.1452 22.27552 530

H12 114.1478 22.28072 188

H14 114.2333 22.26277 141

H15 114.2158 22.21531 50

H16 114.1526 22.26755 439

H17 114.1641 22.27173 200

H18 114.2155 22.28177 77

H19 114.2291 22.27590 53

H20 114.1502 22.24462 104

H21 114.1943 22.23951 139

K01 114.1776 22.31471 91

K02 114.1789 22.34299 92

K03 114.2246 22.31861 91

K04 114.2251 22.33298 178

K05 114.2414 22.29726 117

K06 114.1600 22.34041 35

K07 114.2001 22.35117 197

K08 114.235 22.30637 77

N01 114.1292 22.37400 38

N02 114.1300 22.34530 73

N03 114.1412 22.49433 113

N04 114.1392 22.36377 96

N05 113.9664 22.39309 111

N06 114.2456 22.33943 106

N07 114.2124 22.41540 41

N08 114.0602 22.36858 256

N09 114.0937 22.33686 6

N12 114.0210 22.44615 79

N13 114.3385 22.37786 87

N14 114.1243 22.41093 944

Corresponding to this abrupt change, the domain-averaged
annual maxima are significantly smaller during 1984 – 1991 than
those from 1992 to 2010.

The systematic differences in the values before and after the
abrupt change point yields an upward trend in the domain-
averaged annual maxima of rainfall extremes. The slope of the
upward trend increases as the accumulation duration lengthens,
from 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 mm yr−1 for 5-, 10-, and 30- min
durations, to 0.8, 1.2, and 1.3 mm yr−1 for the 1-, 2-, and 3-
h durations, respectively. The trends are statistically significant
(p ≤ 0.05) for all but the two longest (2- and 3-h) durations.
The increasing trends in extreme rainfall intensity are consistent
with the increasing trends in frequency of extreme rainfall in
Hong Kong (Ginn et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2011). The increasing

trend is mostly due to the abrupt change in 1991/1992. The 39
gauges are unevenly distributed with more than half located in
Hong Kong Island while none in Lanton Island. As a result,
the 39-gauge unweighted means may be skewed by those on
Hong Kong Island. Figure 2 shows considerable differences
among the values at different gauges, which suggests large spatial
variability in the annual maximum rainfall values. As expected,
the spatial standard deviations are proportional to the mean
values that increases with the length of accumulation duration.

To access the domain averaged results, Empirical Orthogonal
Function (EOF) analysis is performed and the results are
shown in Figure 4 for the 5-min accumulation duration. The
total variances explained by the first EOF mode (EOF1) range
from 32.8% for the 5-min accumulation to 55.0% for the 3-
h accumulation. Although the values are all positive across the
entire domain, there are several localized maxima and the largest
one is in the New Territories near gauge N14 (Figure 4A). An
abrupt change of the EOF1 time series also occurred in 1991/1992
(Figure 4B). As such, the above domain-averaged results can
reflect the common feature of annual maxima of rainfall at the
39 gauges. To further determine the abrupt change signal, we
examine the time series of annual maxima of 5-min accumulated
rainfall for each gauge. More than half (22) of the 39 gauges,
which are scattered in different regions, show a similar abrupt
change point in the early 1990s. Similar results from EOF analysis
and analysis of individual gauge data are found for other 5
durations. It is, therefore, certain that there exists an abrupt
change in the annual maxima of rainfall with accumulation
duration up to 3 h in Hong Kong. Although the analysis here is
limited to accumulation durations up to 3 h, it is highly likely that
this finding can be extended to longer durations.

While changes in the intensity of extreme precipitation
described by the annual maxima of rainfall accumulation over
the respective period is an important factor to consider for
flood control, changes in the frequency of extreme precipitation
is equally important for such application. Figure 5 shows the
time series of domain-averaged occurrence of extreme events
when rainfall amount accumulated over a given duration is
above the 99th percentile of all events for the given duration
over the 27-year period. The frequency time series (Figure 5)
are significantly correlated with their respective intensity time
series (Figure 2), with correlation coefficients varying in a narrow
range from 0.59 for the 2-h accumulation to 0.68 for the 10-
min accumulation (p ≤ 0.05). An abrupt change occurred in
1992/1993 based on the MK test (Not shown). Similar to the
intensity time series, the frequency time series also have upward
trends with slopes of 11.1, 6.1, 2.5 yr−1 for 5-, 10-, and 30-
min accumulations, and 1.4, 0.8, and 0.6 yr−1 for 1-, 2-, and
3-h accumulations, respectively. But different from the intensity
trends that are statistically significant for all but the two longest
durations (2 and 3 h), the frequency trends are significant for all
but the two shortest durations (5 and 10 min). An increasing
trend in the occurrence of extreme precipitation is also found
in previous studies (Ginn et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2011) that
only included 1-h accumulation. Similarly to the intensity trends,
the frequency trends also result from a manifestation of an
abrupt change point.
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FIGURE 2 | Time series (black lines) and trends (straight black lines) of domain-averaged annual maxima of rainfall accumulations over 5 min (A), 10 min (B), 30 min
(C), 1 h (D), 2 h (E), and 3 h (F) for the period of 1984 to 2010. The red and blue lines denote the 39-station mean value plus and minus one 39-station standard
deviation, respectively.

The aforementioned results indicate that an abrupt change in
both the intensity and frequency of occurrences of short-duration
(<3 h) extreme precipitation events in Hong Kong occurred
in the early 1990’s, with more frequent and stronger extreme
precipitation following the change.

Because annual rainfall in Hong Kong usually peaks in
summer, a composite analysis of summertime (JJA) atmospheric
variables is performed to explore the cause for the abrupt
change in the early 1990s. The 27 years in the study
period are separated into two groups, the years prior to
1992 and the years afterward, which correspond to weak
and less frequent extreme precipitation events and stronger
and more frequent extreme precipitation events, respectively.
At each grid point in the study domain, a mean value is
calculated for each of the two groups and the differences
between the means are examined. Similar composite analysis
method was also utilized to examine an inter-decadal change
of the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) for which the

abrupt changing point is 1993/1994 (Zhang et al., 2017;
Zhu et al., 2018).

The western Pacific subtropical high (WPSH) is one important
component of the EASM system (Tao and Chen, 1987; Ding,
1994) and its intensity and location dominates the distribution
and strength of summer rainfall in southeast China (Tao and
Xu, 1962; Huang, 1963) including Hong Kong. A comparison
of the WPSH strengths between the two groups (Figure 6A)
shows that WPSH is stronger and extends more westwards for
1992–2010 than for 1984–1991 (Figure 6A). Consistent with the
westward extension of the summertime WPSH is an anomalous
850 hPa anticyclonic circulation over the western Pacific Ocean
and South China Sea (Figure 7A). The anomalous southwesterly
winds from the South China Sea brings moisture-laden air to
Hong Kong (Figure 6B), providing an environment favorable for
the occurrence of intense extreme rainfall.

In addition to ample moisture, strong dynamical lifting is
also necessary for extreme rainfall. The difference in the 500-hPa
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FIGURE 3 | The statistical lines of the Mann-Kendall (MK) (Mann, 1945) abrupt change test for the time series of domain-averaged annual maxima of rainfall with
5-min accumulation in Figure 2A. The black solid straight lines denote 95% confidence levels. The vertical axis is the statistical value calculated by the statistical
variables of UB (pink lines) and UF (blue lines) according to MK method.

FIGURE 4 | The spatial pattern (A) and normalized time series (B) of the first EOF mode for annual maxima of 5-min rainfall. The values in (A) (unit: decimeter) shows
the response of annual maxima for each station to the change of one standard variation of the normalized time series (B).
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FIGURE 5 | Time series and trends of domain-averaged number of extreme rainfall accumulations over 5 min (A), 10 min (B), 30 min (C), 1 h (D), 2 h (E), and 3 h
(F) using the 99th percentile threshold for the period of 1984 to 2010.

FIGURE 6 | Locations of summertime mean 5870-gpm isoline at 500 hPa for the period of 1984–1991 (dash line) and 1992–2010 (solid line) (A), and the difference
of low-level (1000–700 hPa) specific humidity (g/kg) between 1992–2010 and 1984–1991 (B).
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FIGURE 7 | Differences between the 1992–2014 and 1984–1991 means of 850-hPa wind (A) and 500-hPa vertical velocity (Pa/s) (B). The shaded and dotted
regions indicate the regions with above 95% confidence level using the Student’ t-test.

omega field between the two groups are negative along Southeast
China coasts (Figure 7B), which indicates stronger rising motion
during 1992–2010 than during 1984–1991. The stronger lifting
of moisture-laden air contributes to the increase in the frequency
and intensity of extreme precipitation over Hong Kong. Over the
South China Sea and the Philippines, positive difference in the
omega field indicates stronger sinking motion associated with the
stronger WPSH in these regions.

The above results suggest that the changes in the intensity and
frequency of extreme precipitation in Hong Kong between the
earlier (1984–1991) and later (1992–2010) periods are consistent
with the changes in atmospheric conditions resulting from the
westward extension along with a slight intensification of the
summertime WPSH. Hu (1997) and Zhou et al. (2009) found
the westward extension of WPSH on an interdecadal time scale
may be related to the Indian Ocean-western Pacific warming.
Although positive SST differences occur over the tropical Indian
Ocean and tropical western Pacific Ocean (Figure 8A), there is
no significant negative OLR, a proxy for convection in tropical
and subtropical oceans, over the tropical eastern Indian Ocean
and western Pacific Ocean, indicating few convective activities
there (Figure 8B). The positive SST differences over the tropical
eastern Indian Ocean and western Pacific Ocean may result
from the changes in radiation related to significant downward
motion (Figure 7B) induced by the westward extension of
WPSH. Rodwell and Hoskins (2001) found that diabatic heating
related to the South-Asian-summer-monsoon rainfall could
increase the strength of the WPSH. The convective activities
over the tropical western Indian Ocean (Figure 8A) may
help westward extension of WPSH. In summer season, there
are three monsoon circulations: the transverse monsoon, the
lateral monsoon and the Walker circulation (Webster et al.,
1998). The transverse monsoon circulation over the Indian
Ocean is associated with a subsidence (ascent) over the western
(eastern) tropical Indian Ocean and East Africa (the Maritime
Continent). The increased (weakened) convective activities over
the western Indian Ocean (the eastern Indian Ocean and the

western Pacific Ocean) (Figures 7B, 8B) can decrease the
strength of the transverse circulation over the Indian Ocean,
thus leading to the positive WPSH anomalies (Wu and Zhou,
2008). In addition, the large negative OLR differences over
the southeastern China and northern South China Sea indicate
stronger convective development and positive rainfall there after
1991 than before 1991, which also help the occurrence of stronger
annual extreme rainfall.

Finally, putting the regional changes between the two periods
into the perspective of changes in large-scale circulations,
the differences in the 500-hPa geopotential height field are
characterized by a Rossby wavetrain with positive values over
Europe, northern China, western and eastern North Pacific
Ocean, southern and northeastern North America and southern
North Atlantic Ocean and negative anomalies over western Asia,
Japan, central North Pacific Ocean, central North America and
eastern North Atlantic Ocean (Figure 9). Similar pattern is
also found in the 200 hPa geopotential height difference map
(not shown). The wavetrain is similar to the positive phase of
the circumglobal teleconnection (CGT) pattern in the northern
hemisphere summer (Ding and Wang, 2005; Ding et al., 2011).
The positive height difference over the western Pacific Ocean
strengthens the WPSH. The negative height difference over
western India indicates more convective activities and monsoon
rainfall. Ding and Wang (2005) and Ding et al. (2011) related the
CGT pattern in summer to Indian monsoon rainfall anomalies.
As such, the positive phase of the CGT related to stronger
Indian monsoon also helps strengthen the WPSH and extend
it more westward.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Using data from a 39-gauge network across Hong Kong, we
examined the trends in both the intensity and frequency of short-
duration (5, 10, 30 min and 1, 2, 3 h) rainfall extremes over the
period 1984–2010.
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FIGURE 8 | Differences between the 1992–2014 and 1984–1991 means of sea surface temperature (SST) (◦C) (A) and Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) (W/m2)
(B). The dotted regions indicate the regions with above 95% confidence level using the Student’ t-test.

FIGURE 9 | Differences between the 1992–2014 and 1984–1991 means of summertime 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm). The shaded regions indicate the
regions with above 95% confidence level using the Student’ t-test.

Averaging across the gauge network, the intensity and
frequency of precipitation extremes exhibit an upward trend.
The intensity trend is statistically significant for all but the
two longest durations (2 and 3 h) and the slope of the trend
increases as the duration increases. An opposite relation is seen
between the frequency trend and the length of the duration.

The upward trend over the 27-year period appears to be
a manifestation of an abrupt change near the beginning of
1990s that separates a period of lower and fewer precipitation
extremes before, from a period of higher and more extremes
after, which suggests that the use of linear trend analysis may
not be appropriate.
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The increases in the intensity and frequency of extreme
precipitation in Hong Kong after the early 1990s is linked,
through composite analyses, to strengthening and westward
shift of the western Pacific subtropical high and the associated
anticyclonic motion that enhances the transport of moisture-
laden air as well as rising motion over Hong Kong – the
two ingredients for strong convective activities responsible
for extreme precipitation. The westward shift of the western
Pacific subtropical high is related to the anomalous convective
activities over the tropical western Indian Ocean and a
positive phase circumglobal teleconnection 500 hPa wavetrain.
The inter-decadal variability of extreme precipitation in
Hong Kong is consistent with the inter-decadal change of
the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) (Zhang et al.,
2017; Zhu et al., 2018), but the exact change point is
different. The abrupt change point for EASM is 1993/1994,
the same change point for the mean summer rainfall in
Hong Kong (not shown), but the changes in extreme
precipitation in Hong Kong occurred 2 years earlier round
1991/1992 for intensity and 1 year earlier around 1992/1993
for frequency. It is unclear what caused these small shifts
in the exact year of change, which can be a topic of
future investigation. Despite the small differences in the
exact change point, the similar inter-decadal variability
between the extreme precipitation and EASM suggests that
extreme precipitation in Hong Kong is strongly linked to
monsoon precipitation, not to typhoon precipitation that,
according to Chang et al. (2012), did not exhibit a similar
pattern of inter-decadal variability. Kajikawa and Wang
(2012) and Xiang and Wang (2013) documented an abrupt
change of South China Sea summer onset in 1993/1994.
The summertime rainfall in Hong Kong also performs an
abrupt change in 1993/1994 (not shown). The reason of the
difference between the two abrupt years also needs to be
further investigated.

Previous studies usually presumed the role of anthropogenic
global warming in increasing extreme precipitation. For example,
Wong et al. (2011) also noted the increasing trends in the
frequency of occurrence of extreme 1-, 2-, and 3-h rainfall
amounts from 1885 to 2008. They simply attributed the
increasing trends to global warming and did not consider

the impact from the natural factors. Our results suggest that
natural variability could potentially be a significant driver for
the increasing intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation
in recent decades. Another active debate is on the relative role
atmospheric thermodynamic and dynamic processes play in the
changes of extreme rainfall. Pfahl et al. (2017) noted that an
increase in atmospheric upward vertical motion, a dynamic
process, makes the most contribution to annual daily maximum
precipitation in the Asian monsoon region. Their results agree
with our conclusion, though they focused on daily rainfall
amount. Our conclusions offer some insights into processes that
could subsequently be used to develop a predictive tool for
occurrence of sub-daily extreme precipitation, especially those of
less than 3 h that are mostly responsible for flash floods.
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